UNIVERSITY OF VETERINARY AND ANIMAL SCIENCES, LAHORE
(Registrar’s Office)

No. Regr/SR/321

Dated: 09-09-2016

NOTIFICATION

In terms of Section XV of Calendar-I (2004-05 and already notified Academic Schedule 2016) vide No.Regr/SR/809 dated 01-07-2016. It is notified for all concerned that students only will observe one week holidays from 10-09-2016 to 18-09-2016 on account of Eid ul Azha at Lahore Campus, Ravi Campus, CVAS, Jhang and PVS, Layyah.

-Sd/-
(AMJAD MEHMOOD)
Deputy Registrar (Gen)

Endst.No. Regr/SR/4136-76

Dated: 09-09-2016

(JAVED IQBAL)
Administrative Officer (SR)